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CONTACT INFORMATION
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Director of Counseling Program
Scott Tracy Ed.D.
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James M. Hepburn, PhD
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Andrew Nocita, PhD
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Stephanie Helsel, PhD
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Mick Bednarski
Counseling Secretary
Kimberly Moore
Dean of Graduate & Professional Studies
Dave Mariner, MBA

724-743-2259
724-743-2257
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412-824-3700
724-743-7610
724-743-2263
724-743-2264
724-743-4420

Academic Center Locations and Office Hours
Southpointe Center
M-TH
8:30 am – 6:30 pm
Ashley Lacey, Secretary
6000 Town Center Blvd
F
8:30 am – 4:30 pm
Suite 100
Canonsburg, PA 15317
(724) 743-4420 or (888) 481-6029
Fax: (724) 743-4425
North Hills Center
Patricia Stuparitz, Secretary
One Adams Place, Suite 100
300 Seven Fields Blvd.
Seven Fields, PA 16046
(724) 772-1955

M-Th

Monroeville Center
Denise Kiebler, Secretary
Penn Center East
300 Penn Center Blvd., Suite 120
Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(412) 824-3700

M-Th
F

1:30 pm – 6:30 pm

Fax: (724) 772-1959
10:30 am – 6:30 pm
8:30 am – 4:30 pm

Fax: (412) 824-4053

Main Campus
M-Th
5:00 pm – 6:30 pm
Brian Kiger, Stewart Hall, Room 205
Waynesburg, PA 15370
If you need to let someone know you’re running late for class or will miss class, call:
(724) 852-3250
Fax: (724) 852-3220
or 1-888-481-6029 (explain that you take classes on main campus)
If you have questions regarding your practicum or internship, call:
Andrew Nocita, PhD (724) 772-1941
Main Campus Numbers
Book Store
Business Office
Financial Aid Office
Registrar

724-852-BOOK
724-852-3255
724-852-3208
724-852-3252/3375
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INTRODUCTION
The field placement handbook is intended to assist students, site supervisors, faculty, and
other personnel involved or interested in the practicum and internship courses of the Counseling
program at Waynesburg University. The clinical instruction provided by field placements are the
most critical experiences in the Counseling program for developing competent counseling
techniques, personal awareness and compassion for others. Therefore, Waynesburg University is
committed to assuring that the practicum and internship experiences of each student are well
coordinated and that each student is adequately supervised by University faculty and staff, as
well as by site supervisors. This handbook outlines the requirements and expectations for
students, faculty and site supervisors.
Ultimately, students from Waynesburg University who are placed in practica and
internships are representatives of the University. Their behavior is to be guided by the values
and principles inherent in the Mission Statement of the University, the Purpose Statement of the
Counseling Program, and the goals of the program.
MISSION OF WAYNESBURG UNIVERSITY
Waynesburg University provides opportunities, through scholarship in the liberal arts
and professional development programs, for lives of leadership and service. The Christian
principles on which the University was founded continue to guide the institution. Waynesburg
University seeks to instill respect for this heritage and to provide an academic foundation for
lifelong learning and compassionate contributions to others. Directed by its Christian values,
the University pledges to provide the means and the inspiration by which students can pursue
lives of purpose.
PURPOSE STATEMENT
To develop professional counselors who have the ability and willingness to support and
enhance the emotional, cognitive, social and spiritual development of others through the creative
and caring use of counseling theories and techniques.
Goals for the Master of Arts in Counseling are to prepare professional counselors who are
able to:
1. Respect the dignity, integrity and humanity of all those they serve in their counseling
activities;
2. Maintain adequate self-awareness, emotional health and moral integrity in order to
enhance their responsiveness to the needs of others;
3. Articulate a professional philosophy and theoretical orientation that guides their
counseling approach;
4. Provide competent counseling that is guided by the ethical principles of the American
Counseling Association and reflect the values inherent in the Christian heritage;
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5. Articulate the essential tenets of the major theories of counseling and the application
of these theories in a variety of clinical settings with a range of presenting problems;
6. Effectively apply counseling theory and technique to address concerns raised in
individual, group, family, and career counseling;
7. Demonstrate knowledge of developmental stages and processes across the lifespan
and use this knowledge to inform therapeutic interventions and strategies;
8. Think critically and creatively regarding research and treatment methodologies in the
fields of counseling and psychology;
9. Demonstrate in their personal and professional lives an awareness of, and sensitivity
to, cultural diversity, gender equity, and social justice;
10. To competently evaluate individuals and programs through a variety of assessment
instruments and methodologies;
11. Communicate clearly, both orally and in writing, with clients, peers, and the
community at large, using a variety of traditional and electronic media;
12. Demonstrate the knowledge and skills set forth by the CACREP core and specialty
standards.
CLINICAL OBJECTIVES FOR FIELD PLACEMENTS
The purpose of the practicum and internship courses is to offer practical experience in the
application of counseling theories and techniques. The practicum and internship experiences
will include the following:
Direct service with clients, including the provision of both individual and group
counseling;
Supervision by a Counseling program faculty during the course of the semester;
Supervision by a site supervisor that occurs weekly during the course of the internship
placement;
Evaluation of student’s progress and achievements at the end of the practicum/internship
semester.
Field placements provide opportunities for students to gain practical knowledge of:
Fundamental counseling and interpersonal skills essential to the development of
therapeutic relationships;
Counseling processes such as building rapport, motivating clients to change, resistance in
counseling, and issues specific to the initial, intermediate, and termination phases of
treatment;
Ethical and legal dilemmas and considerations that emerge during counseling and
appropriate strategies and resources for resolving such dilemmas;
Biases, values and beliefs that may interfere with an ability to interact with genuine
empathy and care toward individuals of various races, socioeconomic backgrounds,
gender, age, or other culturally diversity issues;
Developing clinical conceptualization of cases utilizing established theories in the field of
Counseling;
Serving individuals, agencies and communities as professional counselors;
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Distinguishing the role of professional counselors form other human service
providers and developing effective consultative and collaborative strategies;
Advocacy for clients regarding opportunities for personal growth and development,
access to community resources, and issues of social justice.
It is expected that at the end of the field experiences available through the practicum and
internships, that students will:
Emerge with an enhanced awareness of themselves in relation to clients, and be able to
articulate personal strengths and weaknesses evident in their ability to function as
effective counselors;
Be able to articulate a professional philosophy and theoretical orientation that guides their
counseling approach.
OVERVIEW OF PRACTICUM AND INTERNSHIP COURSES
The purpose of the practicum and internship courses is to offer practical experience in the
application of counseling theories and techniques. During the practicum and internship courses,
students will work in agencies that provide counseling, psychotherapy and other human service
activities. Practicum and internship placements should provide students with opportunities to
work under the supervision of an experienced practitioner who is responsible for involving the
student in professional activities appropriate to the counseling profession. Students are
encouraged to select approved sites that are related to their professional goals and objectives. It
is advisable for the practicum and internship to be completed at the same site.
To complete the requirements for a Master of Arts in Counseling, students must complete
both the practicum and internship courses. A description of these courses follows:
Practicum: This is an initial field placement in which students work directly with clients
under the supervision of an experienced counselor. The course is designed to increase
counseling skills and confidence, and to become familiar with the practical aspects of providing
services, such as note taking, treatment coordination and case management. A minimum of 100
hours of onsite service is required, with a minimum of 40 hours spent in direct service with
clients, and a minimum of one hour per week supervision on site, under the site supervisor.
Students must also attend a group supervision class at Waynesburg University each week for 16
weeks.
The practicum course consists of one semester (16 weeks) in which the student will accumulate a
minimum of 100 course-work hours in the following manner:
40
15
45
______
100

Hours of direct service with clients
Hours of individual or triadic supervision with a site supervisor under the
supervision of a faculty member
Hours of ―other activities‖ at the placement site
TOTAL HOURS
8

Internship: The internship experience is designed to give advanced students in
Counseling the opportunity to practice and refine their counseling skills. It is also an opportunity
for the student to learn from experienced professionals working in their chosen area of
specialization. Each internship course will require students to complete 300 hours of onsite
service, of which 120 must be in direct service with clients. Students must also attend a 90minute group supervision class each week for 16 weeks. Individual supervision will be provided
by the site supervisor at a minimum of 1 hour a week.
The student is required to attend weekly class meetings facilitated by the internship or
practicum advisor who will review counseling recordings and transcripts in a group setting. The
purpose of the class is to refine counseling skills and to provide supervision and support for
general questions regarding the integration of theory and practice, as well as clarification of
ethical and/or practical concerns.
The student is expected to abide by the rules and regulations established by the facility
sponsoring the field study throughout the placement.
PRACTICUM/INTERNSHIP REQUIREMENTS
The student must participate in providing direct service during each day he or she is
working on-site.
Students who intend to use their place of employment as a field experience site must
provide evidence that their experience will meet the full requirements of the internship/practicum
guidelines. In order to use a paid position as an internship site, students must clearly identify
activities that will be used for field study and distinguish these from other duties described in
their job description by completing the Employment Plan Agreement. This document must be
signed by (a) the student (b) the employee’s supervisor and (c) the Clinical Coordinator.
The field experience must provide opportunities for experiential learning that can be
completed in a variety of ways, including:

Type of Activity
A. Direct Therapy
B. Co-Therapy
C. Psychoeducation
(e.g., facilitating
parenting group)
D. Live observation of
site supervisor or other
student doing therapy
with supervisor
observing/consulting.
E. Viewing recordings of
master therapists.
F. Individual or group
supervision with site supervisor

Spent in
Activity

Number of Hours:
=
Direct Service or

=
Supervision

1
1
1

1
1
1

0
0
0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1
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The site supervisor will provide at least one hour of individual supervision weekly to the
student.
The field placement site must allow the student to record at least one 1-hour counseling
session each week.
The student is required to complete all paperwork associated with any case he or she is
primarily responsible for in accordance with the field placement site policies and procedures.
The student will conduct themselves according to the ethical principles and the highest
standards of practice, especially in maintaining confidentiality and the general well being of the
client.
EVALUATION OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE
The site supervisor is expected to make midterm and end-of-term assessments of the
student, using an evaluation form supplied by Waynesburg University.
Waynesburg University faculty will consult with the site supervisor and evaluate all of
the student’s activities to assign a grade. All grades for the internship and practicum will be
either Pass or Fail (P/F). No letter grades will be awarded.
However, all assignments will be graded using the standard grading scale, below. A final grade
of at least 84 points (equivalent to a B or above) must be obtained in order to receive a PASS grade. All
components must be satisfactorily completed to pass the class.

GRADING SCALE:

A
AB+

93-100
90-92
87-89

B
BF

84-86
81-83
Below 75

C+
C

78-80
75-77

PREREQUISITES FOR PRACTICUM/INTERNSHIP
The practicum experience at Waynesburg University begins after the student has
completed 24 graduate credits (or two semesters). In order to be eligible for the practicum,
students must have completed the following courses:
CNS 505:
CNS 506:
CNS 507:
CNS 508:
CNS 511:
CNS 512:
CNS 518:
CNS 519:

Foundations of Counseling
Lifespan Development
Introduction to Mental Disorders
Psychology of Culture and Identity
Counseling Theories and Techniques I
Counseling Theories and Techniques II
Research Design and Program Evaluation
Professional Issues and Ethics
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Additionally, students who have not completed CNS 517: Group Counseling Theories
and Techniques must enroll in this course during the same semester they are completing their
practicum.
Students are encouraged to begin to look for practicum placements early during their first
year of enrollment.
Ideally, all paperwork required for the practicum should be completed one month before
the practicum begins. In all cases, initial paperwork must be completed by the end of the first
week of the Practicum or Internship course. Affiliation Agreements that require

signatures from the agency and the University must be completed
before the Practicum or Internship semester begins, to allow ample
time for the process to be completed.
Prerequisites for the internship are that the student must have been admitted to candidacy,
successfully completed all Practicum requirements, and have the approval of their advisor and
Clinical Coordinator.
SITE-SUPERVISOR QUALIFICATIONS
The following qualifications for site supervisors are derived from the current CACREP
standards:
A site supervisor must have
1. a minimum of a master’s degree in counseling or a related profession with
equivalent qualifications, including appropriate certifications and/or licenses;
2. a minimum of two years of pertinent professional experience in the program
area in which the student is completing clinical instruction.
3. knowledge of the program’s expectations, requirements, and evaluation procedures
for students.
EXPECTATIONS OF FIELD SITES AND SITE SUPERVISORS
The agency in which the student is completing field work is to be informed of the
expectations, requirements, and evaluation procedures prior to accepting the counseling intern.
This is most effectively achieved by having the appropriate agency personnel read the Field
Placement Contract and the Field Placement Handbook. Site supervisors acknowledge receipt
and acceptance of the policies and procedures in the Field Placement Handbook when they sign
the Field Placement Contract. Waynesburg University has a field-site coordinator who acts as a
liaison between the University and the internship/practicum site. The field-site coordinator
collaborates with each student in planning and setting up the internship/practicum placement,
and then follows through with an onsite visit at least once per semester. Site supervisors are
encouraged to contact the field-site coordinator at any time throughout the semester with any
concerns or questions regarding the student or requirements from the University. An open house
for site supervisors is scheduled during the first month of each semester to help increase the
communication and commitment between site supervisors and Waynesburg University. The
Clinical Coordinator will consult with the practicum/internship instructors to inform them of the
status of each student’s activities as part of the final grade for the course.
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The specific responsibilities of the field placement agency and site supervisor are:
1. To provide supervision by a professional who has a Master’s degree in counseling or a
related field plus two years experience as a counselor or therapist.
2. To provide at least one hour each week to focus on the development of counseling skills
and practice.
3. Provide supervised experience in individual and group counseling with clientele
appropriate to the student’s vocational tract. Opportunities for individual and group
experiences must meet the explicit requirements for the practicum (40 direct service
hours) or internship (120 direct service hours/300 on-site hours).
4. To allow the student to record at least one counseling session per week to be used for
transcription and weekly group supervisory experience. (All recordings will be erased
following group supervision to ensure confidentiality).
5. To complete a mid-term and end-of-term evaluation of the student.
6. To agree to consult personally with the Waynesburg University faculty regarding
concerns related to the integrity and/or competence of the student as needed.
7. To provide opportunities for the student to engage in a variety of activities such as case
consultation, group supervision, in-service trainings, interagency meetings, etc., that
would enhance the student’s knowledge and abilities as a counselor.
STUDENT REQUIREMENTS TO PASS FIELD SERVICE COURSES
To receive a grade of ―P‖ (Pass) students must complete all assignments specific to the course
they are enrolled in, plus the following:
1. Average to above average ratings on the Student Evaluation Form (completed by the
Field Placement Supervisor).
2. Completion of ―Report of Counseling Intern’s Hours at the Agency‖ form (due by the last
class of the semester).
3. Monthly submission of Activity Logs to course instructor or Clinical Coordinator.
4. Submission of the following forms/documents:
Documents:
Field Placement Contract
Ethical Guidelines Student Agreement
Internship Student Information Form
Site Supervisor Vita/Resume
Weekly Internship Activity Logs
Report of Counseling Intern’s Hours at the Agency

Submission Timetable
Prior to Course Start
Prior to Course Start
Prior to Course Start
Prior to Course Start
End of each month
End of semester
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Mid-Term Evaluation
Intern Evaluation: Supervisor Form
Intern Evaluation: Intern Form

Midterm—week 8
Week 16
Week 16

5. Attendance at all site supervision meetings
6. Attendance at all group supervision classes (unless excused by the instructor prior to
class).
7. Active participation in classes and participation in case presentations.
8.

Practicum students must also complete group therapy experience, either at the University
or on-site.

SUBJECTIVE COMPONENT OF GRADING
Although all grading involves a subjective element, the evaluation of counselor
preparedness depends on the professional judgment of the site-supervisor and the Counseling
faculty. The fact is that students come with varying abilities, and that some of these abilities are
what has been termed ―intangibles.‖ Not all students have the same goals, cognitive abilities,
social/emotional adjustment, initiative, perseverance, maturity or background. These factors will
be an implicit component of the evaluations that you receive from the site supervisor and the
University supervisor and faculty.
It is conceivable that a student may complete all the activities set forth in the course
syllabus, complete all of the require field-service hours, and still not be awarded a ―Passing‖
grade. Such a judgment by the course instructor would mean that the student was not able to
achieve adequate performance of counseling skills and attitudes that might be demonstrated in
role plays, group discussions, in providing feedback to others, an inability to articulate a
theoretical understanding of the counseling process, or the use of ineffective or inappropriate
practice skills. It may also be possible for a student to not be awarded a ―Passing‖ grade for a
practicum or internship course if he or she demonstrates emotional or cognitive limitations, in
the judgment of the course instructor, that might impede or harm the development or mental
health of potential clients.
Ultimately the instructor of the practicum or internship course will determine the final
grade, in consultation with the Site Supervisor, and, when appropriate, the Clinical Coordinator
and the Graduate Supervisor/Intern.
CANDIDACY
Before completing the Practicum, which is taken in the third semester, students will have
to advance to the level of M.A. in Counseling Candidacy in order to continue in the program.
An application for candidacy will be completed during the semester in which the student will
complete 24 graduate credits. Students must complete CNS 511: Counseling Theories and
Techniques I and be enrolled in CNS 512: Counseling Theories and Techniques II as part of the
application for candidacy. Students are ultimately responsible for the timely submission of their
candidacy application. Each student applying for candidacy status will be evaluated on their
academic record, character issues, current abilities and potential as counselors, letters of
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recommendation and appropriate completion of the core courses in counseling. Student denied
candidacy may appeal their decision in writing within 72 hours of notification to the Dean of
Graduate and Professional Studies. If the situation cannot be satisfactorily resolved, the matter
will be referred to the Vice President of Academic Affairs, who may forward the dispute to the
Academic Standards and Procedures Committee for action (refer to Program Guide regarding
Grade Appeals).
Candidacy Process
The following schedule should be followed for all students applying to candidacy. Typically this
will occur during the third semester. If a student is eligible for admission to candidacy at some
other time period, a timetable agreed upon by the student and his or her advisor will determine
the completion of the following steps:
1. Students who have completed 24 credits in counseling, including CNS 511: Counseling
Theories and Techniques I will be notified of their eligibility to enroll in CNS 565:
Practicum and apply for candidacy.
2. Students submit a formal application for candidacy status and a 500 word essay
(minimum) from the student regarding their own personal and professional development
since entering the Master of Arts in Counseling program.
3. Students submit a video recording of a counseling role play demonstrating basic
counseling skills, along with a written analysis of this session.
4. A candidacy selection committee will convene between weeks10 and 12 of the semester
in which the candidacy application has been received. The candidacy selection
committee will include the program director, the clinical coordinator, and the student’s
academic advisor.
5. Faculty will review both the objective and subjective data regarding the candidate,
including Counselor Potential Rating Scales from prior Master of Arts in Counseling
courses, a professional counseling performance evaluation from the instructor of CNS
511 or CNS 512, ad Professional Characteristics Review Form completed by the
student’s academic advisor, and the student’s essay regarding their personal and
professional development, and any other materials deemed pertinent to the decision to
admit to candidacy.
6. The candidacy selection committee will move to either admit to candidacy, to admit to
candidacy provisional to completion of requirements set forth by the candidacy selection
committee, or no candidacy.
7. The student will be notified in writing of the decision by the candidacy selection
committee within 3 business days of the decision. Provisional candidacy decisions will
include a timeline for completion of remedial action by the student, not to exceed one
semester.
8. Upon completion of the required work, a final letter of admission to candidacy, or denial
of admission to candidacy, will be written by the student’s advisor. Students denied
candidacy may apply for graduation for a 24-credit-hour certificate in counseling that will
not lead to licensure.
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DIRECT HOURS
Direct hours consist of face-to-face interactions with clients, including individual, group,
or psychoeducational activities. Direct face-to-face consultations with clients, counselors,
parents, and teachers that are completed in order to enhance or clarify interventions with a client
also constitute direct hours.
MALPRACTICE INSURANCE
Waynesburg University provides malpractice insurance for practicum and internship
students. This policy is renewed every year in the month of August. A copy of the malpractice
insurance policy will be provided to each field placement student who may then provide a copy
to their field placement.
Students must also purchase additional malpractice insurance through an American
Counseling Association sponsored provider (www.counseling.org) or through a provider
sponsored by the American Mental Health Counselors Association at www.amhca.org. The fees
for the malpractice insurance are covered in the American Counseling Association dues.
CRIMINAL RECORD AND CHILD ABUSE CLEARANCE
Students are required to complete a Pennsylvania Child Abuse History Clearance (Act
151) and Criminal Record Check (Act 34), and FBI Clearance, prior to their enrollment at
Waynesburg University. However, students may also be required to update the 151 and 34
clearance forms annually in order to satisfy the requirements of their field service agency. FBI
Clearances are also required by many employers.
The criminal record check can be completed online at www.psp.state.pa.us.
The Pennsylvania child Abuse History Clearance can be downloaded online at
www.dpw.state.pa.us/child/childabuseneglect/
The FBI clearance information can be found at
https://www.pa.cogentid.com/index_dpw.htm
Each student is responsible for obtaining criminal record and child abuse clearance forms
prior to the start of the practicum/internship.
Any student that has a record listed on any clearance report should contact the
Pennsylvania Board of Licensed Professional Counselors for official information about how that
record could affect licensure. Students are required to report any changes in their record status to
the Program Director.
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ETHICAL AND LEGAL GUIDELINES
Students and faculty of the Counseling program at Waynesburg University adhere to the
American Counseling Association (ACA) Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice. Students
may not begin their Practicum placement unless they have completed CNS 519: Professional
Issues and Ethics, or are enrolled in the course during the same semester in which they are
completing their practicum. It is the student’s responsibility to have read and be familiar with
ethical standards and practice standards set forth by the ACA. Furthermore, it is expected that
ethical concerns will arise during the course of a practicum. Such concerns should be brought to
the site supervisor and group supervision class for discussion and recommendations. Failure to
adhere to the Ethical Principles and Practice Guidelines and state laws governing the
professional behavior and activities of counselors may result in disciplinary action or expulsion
from the Counseling program.
Students are also expected to be aware of, and to adhere to, the policies and procedures of
the agency in which they are working.
POLICY REGARDING SUSPECTED ABUSE
Students are expected to contact their site-supervisor immediately when he or she
suspects that an individual with whom they have a professional relationship may be a victim of
child/elder abuse. Additionally, they are to contact their course instructor within 24 hours to
alert the faculty of their concerns. A decision to report the abuse will be made by the site
supervisor, in collaboration with the University faculty. Practicum and internship students may
be required to report suspected abuse, but are not to do so without the express knowledge and
supervision of both site-supervisor and/or the course instructor. Under no circumstances may a
student initiate a report of abuse without the knowledge of the site-supervisor or agency
representative.
SITE SUPERVISOR CONCERNS REGARDING STUDENTS
There are several options open to a site supervisor who is concerned that a student is not
meeting minimal expectations of counseling competence, is practicing in a manner that may be
harmful to clients, or whose presence at the agency is detrimental to the goals and objectives of
the agency. If possible the following procedures should be followed:
Develop specific solutions to identified problems encountered by the student and
develop a remedial plan to be agreed upon by the student and site supervisor.
Such remedial plans might include participating in additional in-services or
agency trainings; obtaining additional knowledge through reading or video
observations; or receiving enhanced supervision; etc.
A copy of the remedial plan is to be given to the course instructor and the
University’s field-site coordinator.
If a remedial plan cannot be worked out between the student and the site
supervisor, the Clinical Coordinator will be contacted.
16

The Clinical Coordinator and/or the course instructor will meet with the student
and the site supervisor to attempt to resolve the issues.
If the problems are not able to be mediated to the satisfaction of the site supervisor, the
University faculty or the student, then the student will need to obtain an alternative site. In some
cases, the remedial work identified during the process above will be required of the student in
order to complete the practicum even if the student must select an alternative placement.
STUDENT CONCERNS REGARDING THE SITE SUPERVISOR
If the student has concerns regarding the site supervisor, the student should meet with the
site supervisor to discuss these concerns and work toward a resolution of the problem. If a
resolution cannot be achieved then the student should contact the internship/practicum course
instructor. The course instructor or faculty representative of the Counseling program will meet
with the site supervisor and the student to attempt the resolve the conflict. If an agreement
cannot be made regarding the resolution of the conflict, the student may select an alternative
placement.
If the student is concerned about potential ethical or legal violations by the site supervisor
or the agency, he or she should bring these concerns to the course instructor before going directly
to the site supervisor.
STUDENT CONCERNS REGARDING UNIVERSITY SUPERVISORS
If the student has concerns regarding the course instructor, a graduate supervisor or
supervising intern, the student should meet with the course instructor/supervisor to discuss these
concerns and work toward a resolution of the problem. If a resolution cannot be achieved then
the student should contact the Director of Graduate Programs in Counseling. The individual
responsible for supervising the clinical supervisors or another faculty representative identified by
Director of Graduate Programs in Counseling will meet with the Supervisor and the student to
attempt the resolve the conflict. The Director of Graduate Programs in Counseling is ultimately
responsible for making final decisions regarding the resolution of conflicts that might arise
between students and faculty, graduate supervisors, or supervising interns.
If the student is concerned about potential ethical or legal violations by a University
Supervisor or faculty, he or she should bring these concerns to the Director of Graduate
Programs in Counseling.
STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY TO NOTIFY CLINICAL COORDINATOR OF
DISCIPLINARY ACTION
In the event that a student is identified as a person to be investigated for suspected
child/elder abuse, or if there is any disciplinary action taken against the student by the host
agency, the student MUST notify the Clinical Coordinator with 24 hours. Failure to do so may
result in automatic withdrawal from the practicum or internship course.
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GETTING THE MOST FROM THE CLINICAL EXPERIENCE
The practicum and internship experiences are the cornerstone of counselor training. In
order to get the most from your clinical experiences you will have to be open to learning from
many people who will be supervising, observing and commenting on your effectiveness as a
counselor. Students who are open to learning from their clients, their peers, supervisors and
clinical instructors will get the most from the practicum and internship experiences. However,
―being open‖ often means accepting and reflecting on the comments and constructive critiques of
your counseling abilities and even your personal attributes.
Becoming an effective counselor requires a commitment to self-exploration and personal
development. All of us have biases, values, beliefs, attitudes, and feelings that may interfere
with our ability to be fully present and available to our clients. Many of these personal attributes
have been shaped by our personal experiences and temperaments. Often we do not think about
how we affect or are affected by others. Becoming an effective counselor requires that you
begin to identify and track these potential barriers to counseling more deliberately. This is a
large part of the focus of supervision. So take advantage of the opportunity to have your work
reviewed by supervisors and by your peers. Some of what you will hear and/or experience in
supervision will challenge you at a personal as well as professional level. Regardless of how
good you are as a counselor—or how good you may think you are—there is always more we can
learn from supervisory experiences. So be willing to accept feedback from others and carefully
consider the implications of this feedback for your own personal and professional development.
The Counseling program at Waynesburg University strongly encourages counselors-intraining to experience counseling first hand. You are encouraged to seek out personal counseling
in your own community. If you like, you can also participate in free confidential counseling
from the Waynesburg University Counseling Center (724-852- 3225). The counselors at the
University Counseling Center are not instructors in the program and your involvement with them
will be strictly confidential.
During your practicum and internship experiences you will be expected to comport
yourself to professional standards. Your host agency will expect you to function as though you
were an employee of that agency, so it is incumbent upon you to respect the policies and
procedures set forth by that agency. Always dress professionally and interact with clients,
coworkers, administrators and the public according to professional and ethical standards.
Maintain a positive attitude and demonstrate your willingness to meet the highest standards set
forth by the agency in which you are working.
It is essential that you come prepared for all your meetings with site supervisors and
group supervision. In addition to having your required paperwork completed, you should also
have a case formulation and relevant clinical questions formed for each case you are presenting
in supervision. The preparation you do prior to supervision will teach you how to develop
hypotheses and a deeper understanding of the theoretical framework that should guide your
counseling practice throughout your career.
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS
Waynesburg University understands that students completing their practicum and
internship courses are very busy, and sometimes quite anxious about beginning their clinical
work as counselors. Site supervisors and host agencies also have many obligations to fulfill.
The Counseling program appreciates the hard work of students, host agencies, supervisors and
faculty in their efforts to create a positive and potent learning experience. While this handbook
is intended to facilitate and guide the field placement activities, it is expected that questions will
arise about issues that are not covered in this handbook, or that new ideas and innovative
strategies will emerge that would improve the field placement experience.
Please do not hesitate to offer your comments or questions. We may be able to use your
insights in future revisions of this Handbook.

Sincerely,

Scott Tracy, Ed.D., LPC, NCC, CSC
Director of Graduate Programs in Counseling
stracy@waynesburg.edu
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ADDENDUM

*******************

INTERNSHIP/PRACTICUM
PLACEMENT PACKETS
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Waynesburg University
Counseling Program
INTERNSHIP/PRACTICUM PLACEMENT PACKETS
Enclosed are the following forms:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Practicum and Internship Policies and Procedures
Field Placement Contract (Attached to Policies and Procedures)
Ethical Guidelines Student Agreement
Supervisor Fact Sheet
Employment Plan Agreement
Internship Student Information Form
Weekly Internship Activity Log
Report of Counseling Intern’s Hours at the Agency
Informed Consent for Audio/Video Taping
Mid-Term Evaluation (required EACH SEMESTER OF PLACEMENT)
Intern Evaluation: Supervisor Form (required EACH SEMESTER OF PLACEMENT)
Intern Evaluation: Intern Form (required EACH SEMESTER OF PLACEMENT)

Please take care to file these forms for your use throughout your practicum/internship experience. You will need to
make copies of some of these forms as needed (e.g. Weekly Internship Activity Log, Informed Consent for
Audio/Video Taping).
You should also give a copy of the internship/practicum packet to your site supervisor so they will have the forms
they need, as well as be aware of the forms you are utilizing for date collection purposes.
You must have a signed Field Placement Contract, Ethical Guidelines Student Agreement, and Internship Student
Information Form turned into the practicum/internship instructor before or at the time of the first class meeting.
You are to submit the Weekly Internship Activity Log to the course facilitator each week.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Signed copies of the Contract and Ethical Guidelines must be single
page/double-sided.
The Report of Counseling Intern’s Hours at the Agency is to be turned in to Clinical Coordinator or
practicum/internship instructor at the end of the course.
The Mid-term evaluations and Supervisor Forms should be shared with you by your site supervisor. If the supervisor
wishes to mail a copy as well, it may be mailed directly to:
Andrew Nocita, PhD
Waynesburg University
6000 Town Center Blvd, Suite 100
Canonsburg, PA 15317
The Intern Evaluation/Intern Form must be submitted to the Clinical Coordinator or course instructor by the last day
of class. Failure to submit all required forms by the end of the course prevents you from receiving a passing grade.
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PRACTICUM/INTERNSHIP FORM COMPLETION CHECKLIST

Student:

_________________________________________

Location:

_________________________________________

Semester/Year: Summer 2012 ____ Fall 2012 ____ Spring ______ 2013
______

Field Placement Contract

______

Ethical Guidelines Student Agreement

______

Internship Student Information Form

______

Weekly Internship Activity Logs
Summer: _______ May ______ June ______ July ______ Aug
Fall:

_______ Sept ______ Oct ______ Nov ______ Dec

Spring:

_______ Jan ______ Feb ______ March ______ April

______

Report of Psychology Intern’s Hours at the Agency

______

Mid-Term Evaluation

______

Intern Evaluation: Supervisor Form

______

Intern Evaluation: Intern Form

______

Employment Plan Agreement (if site is also place of employment)

Practicum/ Internship Site Contact Information:
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WAYNESBURG UNIVERSITY
Master of Arts in Counseling Program
PRACTICUM AND INTERNSHIP POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of the practicum and internship courses is to offer practical experience in the
application of counseling theories and techniques. During the practicum and internship courses,
students will work in agencies that provide counseling, psychotherapy and other human service
activities. Practicum and internship placements should provide students with opportunities to
work under the supervision of an experienced practitioner who is responsible for involving the
student in professional activities appropriate to the counseling profession. Students are
encouraged to select approved sites that are related to their professional goals and objectives. It
is advisable for the practicum and internship to be completed at the same time.
To complete the requirements for a Master of Arts in Counseling, students must complete
both the practicum and internship courses. A description of these courses follows:
Practicum: This is an initial field placement in which students work directly with clients
under the supervision of an experienced counselor. The course is designed to increase
counseling skills and confidence, and to become familiar with the practical aspects of providing
services, such as note taking, treatment coordination and case management. A minimum of 100
hours of onsite service is required, with a minimum of 40 hours spent in direct service with
clients. Students must also attend a group supervision class at Waynesburg University each
week for 16 weeks.
Internship: The internship experience is designed to give advanced students in
Counseling the opportunity to practice and refine their counseling skills. It is also an opportunity
for the student to learn from experienced professionals working in their chosen area of
specialization. Each internship course will require students to complete 300 hours of onsite
service, of which 120 must be in direct service with clients. Students must also attend a 90minute group supervision class each week for 16 weeks. Students are required to complete two
internship semesters, preferably at the same agency.
Internship Requirements
The student is required to attend weekly class meetings facilitated by the internship or practicum
advisor who will review counseling recordings and transcripts in a group setting. The purpose of
the class is to refine counseling skills and to provide supervision and support for general
questions regarding the integration of theory and practice, as well as clarification of ethical
and/or practical concerns.
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The student is expected to function as a half-time employee at the field placement site for a total
of 16 weeks during the internship. They are to assume the responsibilities expected of other
employees of the facility and abide by the rules and regulations established by the facility.
The student must participate in providing direct service during each day he or she is working onsite.
Students who intend to use their place of employment as a field experience site must provide
evidence that their experience will meet the full requirements of the internship/practicum
guidelines by completing and signing the Employment Plan Agreement.
The field experience must provide opportunities for experiential learning that can be completed
in a variety of ways, including:

Type of Activity
A. Direct Therapy
B. Co-Therapy
C. Psychoeducation
(e.g., facilitating
parenting group)
D. Live observation of
site supervisor or other
student doing therapy
with supervisor
observing/consulting.
E. Viewing recordings of
master therapists.
F. Individual or group
supervision with site
supervisor.

Spent in
Activity

Number of Hours:
=
Direct Service or

=
Supervision

1
1
1

1
1
1

0
0
0

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

The site supervisor will provide at least one hour of individual supervision weekly to the student.
The field placement site must allow the student to record at least one 1-hour counseling session
each week.
The student is required to complete all paperwork associated with any case he or she is primarily
responsible for in accordance with the field placement site policies and procedures.
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Malpractice insurance is provided to students enrolled in Practicum and Internship classes by
Waynesburg University. Students are also required to carry their own personal liability
insurance, through a provider sponsored by the American Counseling Association or by the
American Mental Health Counselors Association.
The student will conduct themselves according to the ethical principles and the highest standards
of practice, especially in maintaining confidentiality and the general well-being of the client.

Evaluation of the Student Performance
The field placement supervisor is expected to make midterm and end-of-term assessments of the
student, using an evaluation form supplied by Waynesburg University. The Midterm Evaluation
form should be given to the supervisor by week 6 of the semester, reviewed by supervisor and
student intern in supervision, and returned to the University by week 8 of the semester. The
Final Evaluation form should be given to the supervisor by week 14 of the semester, reviewed
with the student intern in supervision, and returned to the University by week 16, the end of the
semester.
The Waynesburg University faculty will consult with the Clinical Coordinator and evaluate all of
the student’s activities to assign a grade. All grades for the internship and practicum will be
either Pass or Fail (P/F). No letter grades will be awarded.
Failure to submit all required placement documents by the end of the semester will result in a
grade of Incomplete for the course. The grade of Incomplete converts to Fail if requirements are
not fulfilled in a timely fashion.
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FIELD PLACEMENT CONTRACT
PRACTICUM / INTERNSHIP
Waynesburg University hereby enters into an agreement with ____________________________
(Agency)
to provide _______________________________ with a field placement in Counseling.
(Student)
This agreement will be in effect for a period from ___________ to ___________.
Waynesburg University Agrees:
1. To provide the Field Placement Site with the following information:
a. the student’s resume.
b. a statement of the expectations of practicum/internship.
c. all necessary evaluation and administrative forms.
2. To assign a faculty member who will provide group supervision and coordination of the
internship/practicum. This faculty member will be responsible for maintaining communication
between the field placement supervisor, the student, and Waynesburg University.
3. To ensure that the student has met minimum academic qualifications appropriate for the student’s
placement in the field.
4. To inform and advise students of the expectations, ethical obligations, and standards of practice
required of professional counselors.
The Field Site Agrees:
1.

To provide supervision by a professional who has a Master’s degree in counseling or a related
field plus two years experience as a counselor or therapist.

2.

To provide at least one hour each week to focus on the development of counseling skills and
practice.

3.

To provide supervised experience in individual and group counseling and clientele appropriate to
the student’s vocational tract.

4.

To allow the student to make audio recordings of at least one counseling session per week to be
used for transcription and weekly group supervisory experience. (All recordings will be erased
following group supervision to ensure confidentiality).

5.

To complete a mid-term and end-of-term evaluation of the student.

6.

To agree to consult personally with the Waynesburg University faculty regarding concerns related
to the integrity and/or competence of the student as needed.

7.

To provide opportunities for the student to engage in a variety of activities such as case
consultations, group supervision, in-service trainings, interagency meetings, etc., that would
enhance the student’s knowledge and abilities as a counselor.
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8.

For students completing placement at the place of employment, the Employment Plan Agreement
will be completed, listing specific training activities the student will be completing.

The Student Agrees:
1.

To act in accordance with the highest ethical standards of the Counseling profession as defined by
the ACA ethical standards.

2.

To maintain professional comportment and commitment to the field placement site and to abide
by the policies and procedures set forth by that agency.

3.

To complete all paperwork, including logging hours and other administrative forms necessary to
fulfill the internship/practicum requirements.

4.

To notify the Waynesburg University faculty supervisor if there area any impediments to
fulfilling the minimal requirements of the internship in a timely manner, so that appropriate
accommodations or adjustments can be made to remedy the situation.

5.

To log only those hours corresponding to the student’s actual presence at the field site, or in
activities sponsored by the field site (such as in-service trainings, etc.).

I have read the above statements and the Practicum and Internship Policies and Procedures. I agree to the
placement as described.

_________________________________
Agency Administrator

_________________________
Date

_________________________________
On-Site Supervisor

_________________________
Date

_________________________________
Waynesburg University Clinical
Coordinator

_________________________
Date

_________________________________
Student Signature

_________________________
Date

STUDENT: OBTAIN ALL SIGNATURES, AND THEN MAKE THREE (3) SINGLEPAGE/DOUBLE SIDED, SIGNED COPIES; DISTRIBUTE ONE EACH TO SITE SUPERVISOR,
CLINICAL COORDINATOR (files), AND STUDENT.
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ETHICAL GUIDELINES
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________ ________________________________________________
Student Name
Agency Name/Supervisor Name
All those taking part in internship opportunities are expected to adhere to certain guidelines for ethical,
responsible conduct and to adhere to federal and state law and regulations. This is necessary for the
benefit and protection of the interns themselves, as well as for the clients, placement agencies, instructor,
supervisor, and your academic institution. Certain basic guidelines are described in this appendix, but
these are not exhaustive. Interns are also expected to learn and adhere to the broader ethical guidelines
dictated by ACA as well as the guidelines specific to their placement agency. In addition, students must
familiarize themselves with and follow federal and state laws and regulations (e.g., HIPAA). If at any
time, interns have questions about ethics or responsible conduct, they should contact their instructor or the
placement supervisor. At a minimum, interns agree to adhere to the following principles:
1. Confidentiality. The identity of clients, or information that would reveal the identity of clients,
cannot be revealed without the specific permission of the client and only according to HIPAA
guidelines where they apply. The only exceptions to this are cases in which the client may be
dangerous to him or herself or others and in cases of child abuse. In such situations, there may be
legal requirements that responsible agencies be informed. There are also certain legal proceedings
in which case notes and other records can be ordered to be released by the courts. Interns must
familiarize themselves with, and adhere to, confidentiality procedures of their placements and the
laws of the state and federal government. Personal notes pertaining to specific patients and any case
material discussed in class must be prepared in such a way that confidentiality is maintained. Any
records or communications involving electronic technologies, e.g. computers, e-mail, PDA, and the
like, must be protected by passwords, encryption, and any other means prescribed by your
placement site, academic institution, HIPAA regulations, or other laws. Interns do not discuss cases
in public settings outside of class or their internship, nor do they discuss their cases with persons
who are not specifically authorized.
2. Recognition of qualifications and limitations. Interns must recognize the limitations to their training
and abilities and must not exceed these in work with clients. It is incumbent upon interns that they
recognize when clinical situations are beyond their knowledge or ability. When such situations
arise, interns will seek assistance from their supervisors and instructor.
3. Identification as interns. Interns will explicitly identify themselves as interns to their clients, in
reports, and in other professional activities. They will not misrepresent their training, qualifications
or status. Interns who will be at a placement for a limited time will inform clients of that limitation
at the outset of therapy and will consider it in their work with clients.
4. Record Keeping. Interns will accurately and reliability maintain written and other records as
required by their placement agency and by state and federal laws.
5. Dual relationships. Interns will strictly follow ethical guidelines regarding multiple relationships
and will refrain from clinical work with persons with whom the intern is involved in other types of
relationships. Such ―dual relationships‖ may inhibit the effectiveness of the intern’s clinical work
and may jeopardize both the client and the trainee. For example, it would not be ethical for a trainee
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to take as a client someone who was a fellow student in class. Similarly, co-workers, friends, and
others should not be seen as clients.
6. Prohibition regarding sexual conduct or harassment. Under no circumstances shall interns become
involved in sexual or romantic relationships of any sort with clients or their family members.
Interns will also refrain from sexual harassment and will respect the sensitivity of others regarding
sexual mattes.
7. Self-awareness and monitoring. Interns will monitor their own emotional and physical status and
should be aware of any conditions that might adversely impact their ability to serve their clients or
placement agencies. If such conditions arise, interns should inform their placement supervisor and
instructor.
8. Ethics discussion with supervisor. Each intern must discuss the ethical standards of his or her
placement with the supervisor before performing any clinical work or patient contact. Space is
provided at the bottom of this form to indicate that such discussions have taken place and the intern
has been informed of ethical expectations, state and federal laws and regulations, and any other
specific guidelines of the agency.
By signing below, the intern agrees to adhere to the guidelines listed above as well as those of the
professional discipline, state and federal laws, and the specific placement agency.

Intern Signature: ________________________________

Date: ___________________________

Site Supervisor: _________________________________

Date: ___________________________

Site Location: _______________________________________________________________________

Waynesburg University Clinical Coordinator: _______________________________________________

STUDENT: OBTAIN ALL SIGNATURES, THEN MAKE THREE (3) SINGLE-PAGE/DOUBLE
SIDED, SIGNED COPIES; DISTRIBUTE ONE EACH TO SITE SUPERVISOR, CLINICAL
COORDINATOR (files), AND STUDENT.
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SUPERVISOR FACT SHEET
WAYNESBURG UNIVERSITY COUNSELING PROGRAM
PRACTICUM AND INTERNSHIP

Dear Supervisor:
These are the requirements that Master of Arts in Counseling students must meet for graduation
and eventual licensure. All requirements must also be met for a student to use a place of
employment as a placement site.
Hours and type of work: Practicum consists of 100 hours on site, over a 16-week semester. At
least 40 of these hours must be in direct counseling, which is defined as individual, group,
couples, or family counseling.
Internship consists of 600 hours over two semesters; this averages out to 20 hours per week,
over two 16-week semesters. The student must complete a total of 240 hours of direct
counseling services within the 600 hours of Internship (about 8 hours per week).
―Direct counseling‖ does not include case management, TSS work, Resource
Coordination, clinical management, or documentation time (e.g. BSC hours spent
developing a Behavior Plan).
All duties other than direct counseling (those above, as well as phone calls, meetings,
training, etc.) should be logged as ―Other Hours‖ and will count toward the total hours
needed.
Supervision hours are also logged weekly by the student
A student who is unable to complete the required number of direct service hours at a site will
need to add another site. If your agency can provide an opportunity for this, we appreciate your
help in guiding the student to another department.
Documentation: All hours must be documented weekly by the student, and the site supervisor
must sign the student’s weekly log as well as the Report of Hours at the end of each semester. In
addition, the student will provide the Midterm Evaluation at the halfway point (8 weeks) of each
placement semester, and a Final Evaluation by week 15 of the 16-week semester. We
recommend that these should be shared with the student.
Supervision: The student must receive a minimum of one (1) hour per week of individual and/or
triadic supervision under the supervision of a Master’s level (or higher) supervisor who has at
least 2 years experience on the job. The supervisor must be in regular contact with the program
faculty throughout the placement. Students may also receive group supervision in addition to
their hour of individual supervision.
Distinction between Employment Hours and Placement Hours: Although Waynesburg
Counseling students are allowed to use qualified employment hours toward placement
requirements, there should be a clear sense that training is happening during the placement hours.
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In other words, ―work as usual‖ will not complete the requirements for training as specified by
the American Counseling Association.
One way to provide training is to allow the student to conduct different kinds of
counseling services than usual ones, e.g. establish a new group, work individually with a
different age group or population, or work from a different theoretical perspective, under
supervision. This should be documented in the Employment Plan Agreement as well as in
Midterm and Final Evaluations that are completed each semester by the direct site supervisor.
Recording of sessions: Students are required to record sessions for supervision review. Students
will be required to produce recordings and written transcripts of parts of sessions for group
supervision on campus, throughout all three semesters of placement. In addition, we strongly
encourage site supervisors to use these recordings in your supervision with the student. These
recordings are treated with the highest confidentiality, and recordings are destroyed after
supervision. Clients must sign permission forms allowing recording to occur; we include a form
in our Field Placement Handbook, or the student can use the agency’s form. In either case, the
form should stay with the client’s file, and the client can revoke permission at any time, without
penalty of any kind.
If your agency prohibits recordings leaving the site, this must be discussed with the
Clinical Coordinator prior to the student signing a Contract for placement, and an alternative
method of recording sessions must be designed to allow the student to engage fully in training
and supervision activities at the University. Inability to provide recordings from a site for
supervision will prevent the student from using the site for placement.
Support and Guidance: Students are required to be supervised closely throughout their
placement semesters, and any concerns should be brought to the immediate attention of the
Clinical Coordinator. Our goal is to provide the highest quality training experiences for all
Waynesburg students, and we greatly appreciate your help toward this goal.
A student should never be placed in a dangerous or compromising position, such as being
left alone or in an isolated place with a client.
Students working with children or adolescents should never be expected to meet alone
with the client; this puts all parties in an untenable position.
The supervisor, or another qualified person standing in for the supervisor, must be
available to the student during all placement hours for consultation, support, and
guidance.
The student is ethically required to work only within the boundaries of their competence;
before conducting new techniques, modalities, or counseling tasks, the student must be
provided appropriate training, and must receive close supervision during the execution of
these new tasks.
It is highly recommended that students be allowed to ―shadow‖ or work as partners with
experienced supervisors before they are assigned new duties. This provides the student
with direct on-the-job training, and the supervisor with direct knowledge of the student’s
skills.
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Professional Liability Insurance: All Waynesburg University students are covered by the
University’s liability insurance. However, this only covers students while completing placement
hours and duties. For students completing placement at a place of employment, the agency must
provide appropriate liability coverage during other hours of employment. A copy of this
coverage should accompany the student’s Contract and Ethical Guidelines prior to the start of
placement hours. In addition, students are required to purchase liability insurance through the
American Counseling Association (available free for members, or at a nominal price for others).
Students are not covered by University liability insurance during semester breaks, and must have
alternative coverage for those hours.
Contacting the Clinical Coordinator: Please do not hesitate to contact the Clinical Coordinator
with any question, concerns, or comments:
Andrew Nocita, Ph.D.
Waynesburg University, Southpointe Center
6000 Town Center Blvd, Suite 100
Canonsburg, PA 15317
Email: anocita@waynesburg.edu
Phone: 724-772-1941
FAX: 724-772-1959

Student: This information sheet should be given to your supervisor along
with a copy of the Contract, Ethical Guidelines and your Student Information
Sheet no later than the first week of your placement at the agency.
Also, please obtain a copy of your supervisor’s resume or curriculum vitae
and submit to the clinical Coordinator (or to your paperwork file via your
instructor) with copies of the Contract, Ethical Guidelines and Information
Sheet.
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EMPLOYMENT PLAN AGREEMENT
Students completing any part of their Practicum and/or Internship at their place of
employment must complete the following plan, and return this signed page with the Contract
and Ethical Guidelines by the end of the first week of the semester in which the placement is
being completed. If any changes are made in employment or placement, you must notify the
Clinical Coordinator immediately.
Student Name: _______________________________________________________________
Name of Agency: _____________________________________________________________
Address of Agency: ___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
Name of supervisor: __________________________________________________________
Supervisor’s Phone and Email:___________________________________________________
I will be using my place of employment as a placement site during the period ______YES
In addition to, or instead of, my usual duties or procedures, I will complete the following training
activities: (specify activities and estimated hours per week)
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Your signature indicates that you understand that the training experiences must be clearly
different from usual work duties, and that you will complete the required number of hours doing
these activities.
Intern Signature: ________________________________

Date: _________________________

Site Supervisor: _________________________________

Date: _________________________

Clinical Coordinator: _____________________________

Date: _________________________

STUDENT: PROVIDE SIGNED COPIES FOR YOURSELF, YOUR SUPERVISOR, AND THE CLINICAL COORDINATOR
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PRACTICUM/INTERNSHIP STUDENT INFORMATION FORM
Please complete the following for each placement site, AND return to Clinical Coordinator:
Student Name: ___________________________________________________________
Student Home Address: ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
Phones:
Home:
Work:
Site:
Cell:
Other:

___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

Best times to call: __________________
Best times to call: __________________
Best times to call: __________________
Best times to call: __________________
Best times to call: __________________

Student E-mail addresses (Waynesburg and other): _______________________________
Practicum/Internship site name_______________________________________________
Site address: _____________________________________________________________
Site supervisor’s name and title: _____________________________________________
Site supervisor’s phone number(s): ___________________________________________
Site supervisor’s email address: ______________________________________________
Typical schedule for site:

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Sat & Sun

Morning

Afternoon

Evening

*RETURN THIS FORM WITH THE SIGNED FIELD PLACEMENT CONTRACT AND SIGNED
ETHICAL GUIDELINES TO THE CLINICAL COORDINATOR OR YOUR COURSE INSTRUCTOR BY
THE END OF THE FIRST WEEK OF EACH SEMESTER OF PLACEMENT.
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WEEKLY PRACTICUM/INTERNSHIP ACTIVITY LOG
Dates: from _______________________ to _______________________
Student Name: _______________________________________________
Placement Site: ______________________________________________
Instructions: Enter this week’s hours in column A. Bring forward the previous cumulative total to column B from last week’s log.
Add columns A + B across; put sums in column C. Add totals from Column C; enter in Column D; add all Column Ds for grand total.
Column A

Column B

Column C

Column D

Record to the nearest half-hour:
ACTIVITY

This Week’s hours

Previous Total
hours

Cumulative
Totals

Direct Contact Hours:
Individual
Group
Family
Psychoeducation
Direct Contact SUBTOTALS:
Supervision Hours:
Individual Supervision on Site
Practicum/Internship class:
Supervision SUBTOTALS:
Other Hours:
Administrative/Case Management
Other time: (describe below)
Other time SUBTOTALS:

TOTAL HOURS:
__________________________________
Site Supervisor Signature

Add all hours from Column D and enter grand total in this box 

______________________________
Student Signature
Comments

(thoughts, concerns, impressions, notes for supervision, description of activities in ―Other‖ Section above)
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REPORT OF INTERNSHIP/PRACTICUM HOURS AT THE AGENCY
Semester: _______
Week of

Monday

9/4-9/10

3 / 5

(example)

direct /other

Student ____________________ Agency ________________________

Tuesday

Wednesday

2 / 6

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Supervisor’s Signature

1 / 3

Total
Hours
Weekly

6 / 14
20

Total

This report should reflect the number of hours the student works on Direct Services AND agency-related
activities. Mark the number of hours in the appropriate block for each work week. This report is to be
included in your paperwork folder at the completion of the student’s final work day at the end of each
semester.
_______________________________________
Agency Name

_____________________________________
Agency Supervisor

_______________________________________
Counseling Intern
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INFORMED CONSENT FOR AUDIO/VIDEO RECORDING
In order to ensure quality service, the use of audio/video recording may be utilized to enhance
the supervision of counseling interns and practicum students. Recordings are considered part of
the educational process and allow the practicum/internship student to learn more effectively.
Recordings are considered confidential and will only be used to assist in increasing counseling
skills. The recordings belong to the agency and not to the intern/practicum student. The agency
will erase all recordings within 30 days of their initial recordings.

I, _______________________________, hereby give my consent for audio/video recording of
my counseling sessions with _______________________________. I understand that all
appropriate safeguards have been taken to ensure confidentiality of the recorded counseling
sessions and that I can revoke my consent at any time without compromising my treatment.

___________________________________
Signature of Client

_______________________________
Date

___________________________________
Signature of Parent or Guardian
if Client is less than 18 years old

_______________________________
Date

___________________________________
Signature of Witness

_______________________________
Date

This Informed Consent document should be kept with the client’s records.
DO NOT INCLUDE THIS FORM IN YOUR PAPERWORK BINDER.
All recordings will be used only for supervision, and erased after supervision.
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SUPERVISOR’S FORM:
MIDTERM EVALUATION

______________________________________________
Intern name: __________________________________________________________________
Date of evaluation: ______/______/______
Supervisor: ___________________________________________________________________
Internship site: ________________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS
This form is designed to help supervisors provide feedback about the performance of interns. I know you
are probably busy, but the form usually takes just five or ten minutes to complete, and your answers and
comments will be much appreciated. This form will become part of the intern’s record for this course and
may be considered in assigning grades for the internship. Please answer each item using the scale
provided. There is space at the end of this form for general comments.
ANSWER CODE FOR EVALUATION: Please use to rate scales below:
1. Far below expectations – needs much improvement, a concern
2. Below expectations – needs some improvement to meet standards
3. Acceptable – meets standards at average level for interns
4. Above expectations – performs above average level for interns
5. Far above expectations – a definite strength, performs well beyond average levels for interns
NA: Not applicable or not enough information to form a judgment

I. BASIC WORK REQUIREMENTS
______ Arrives on time consistently
______ Uses time effectively
______ Informs supervisor and makes arrangements for absences
______ Reliably completes requested or assigned tasks on time
______ Completes required total number of hours or days on site
______ Is responsive to norms about clothing, language, and so on, on site
II. ETHICAL AWARENESS AND CONDUCT
______ Knowledge of general ethical guidelines
______ Knowledge of ethical guidelines of internship placement
______ Demonstrates awareness and sensitivity to ethical issues
______ Personal behavior is consistent with ethical guidelines
______ Consults with others about ethical issues if necessary
III. KNOWLEDGE AND LEARNING
_______Knowledge of Client Population
_______Knowledge of Treatment Approaches
_______Knowledge of Treatment Setting
______ Receptive to learning when new information is offered
______ Actively seeks new information from staff or supervisor
______ Ability to learn and understand new information
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______ Understanding of concepts, theories, and information
______ Ability to apply new information in clinical setting

IV. SKILL DEVELOPMENT
(List specific skill areas of focus for this intern during the placement; e.g. assessment, interviewing, diagnosis, individual therapy,
group therapy, and the like.)

Performance

Skill Area

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

V. RESPONSE TO SUPERVISION
______ Actively seeks supervision when necessary
______ Receptive to feedback and suggestions from supervisor
______ Understands information communicated in supervision
______ Successfully implements suggestions from supervisor
______ Aware of areas that need improvement
______ Willingness to explore personal strengths and weaknesses
Comments/needs:_____________________________________________________________________
VI. INTERACTIONS WITH CLIENTS
______ Appears comfortable interacting with clients
______ Initiates interactions with clients
______ Communicates effectively with clients
______ Builds rapport and respect with clients
______ Is sensitive and responsive to clients’ needs
______ Is sensitive to cultural differences
______ Is sensitive to issues of gender differences
Comments/needs: _____________________________________________________________________
VII. INTERACTIONS WITH COWORKERS
______ Appears comfortable interacting with other staff members
______ Initiates interactions with staff
______ Communicates effectively with staff
______ Effectively conveys information and expresses own opinions
______ Effectively receives information and opinions from others
Comments: __________________________________________________________________________
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VIII. WORK PRODUCTS
______ Reliability and accurately keeps records
______ Written or verbal reports are accurate and factually correct
______ Written or verbal reports are presented in professional manner
______ Reports are clinically or administratively useful
Overall, what would you identify as this intern’s strong points?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

What would you identify as areas in which this intern should improve?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

We welcome any other comments or suggestions you might have:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Supervisor’s signature: ____________________________________ Date: ___________________

Thank you for your time in supervising this intern and in completing this evaluation. Please discuss the
evaluation with the student, and contact Andrew Nocita, Clinical Coordinator, with any concerns.

PLEASE REVIEW THE EVALUATION WITH THE STUDENT.
RETURN THIS FORM BY WEEK 8 OF THE SEMESTER TO THE STUDENT OR TO:
Andrew Nocita, PhD
Waynesburg University
6000 Town Center Blvd, Suite 100
Canonsburg, PA 15317
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SUPERVISOR’S FORM
PRACTICUM/INTERNSHIP FINAL EVALUATION

_____________________
Intern name: _________________________________________________________________________
Date of evaluation: ______/______/______
Supervisor: __________________________________________________________________________
Internship site: _______________________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS
This form is designed to help supervisors provide feedback about the performance of interns. I know you
are probably busy, but the form usually takes just five or ten minutes to complete, and your answers and
comments will be much appreciated. This form will become part of the intern’s record for this course and
may be considered in assigning grades for the internship. Please answer each item using the scale
provided. Space is provided following each category group for specific comments. There is also space at
the end of this form for general comments. If you feel it would be helpful to put anything into context from
the outset, please feel free to do so below.
Initial Comments: _____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
ANSWER CODE FOR EVALUATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
NA:

Far below expectations – needs much improvement, a concern
Below expectations – needs some improvement to meet standards
Acceptable – meets standards at average level for interns
Above expectations – performs above average level for interns
Far above expectations – a definite strength, performs well beyond average levels for interns
Not applicable or not enough information to form a judgment

I. BASIC WORK REQUIREMENTS
______ Arrives on time consistently
______ Uses time effectively
______ Informs supervisor and makes arrangements for absences
______ Reliably completes requested or assigned tasks on time
______ Completes required total number of hours or days on site
______ Is responsive to norms about clothing, language, and so on, on site
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II. ETHICAL AWARENESS AND CONDUCT
______ Knowledge of general ethical guidelines
______ Knowledge of ethical guidelines of internship placement
______ Demonstrates awareness and sensitivity to ethical issues
______ Personal behavior is consistent with ethical guidelines
______ Consults with others about ethical issues if necessary
Comments: _________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested areas for further study: _______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
III. KNOWLEDGE AND LEARNING
A. Knowledge of Client Population
______ Knowledge level of client population at beginning of internship
______ Knowledge level of client population at end of internship
B. Knowledge of Treatment Approaches
______ Knowledge of treatment approach at beginning of internship
______ Knowledge of treatment approach at end of internship
C. Knowledge of Treatment Setting
______ Knowledge of treatment setting at beginning of internship
______ Knowledge of treatment setting at end of internship
D. Learning
______ Receptive to learning when new information is offered
______ Actively seeks new information from staff or supervisor
______ Ability to learn and understand new information
______ Understanding of concepts, theories, and information
______ Ability to apply new information in clinical setting
Comments: _________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested areas for further study: _______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
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IV. SKILL DEVELOPMENT
(List specific skill areas of focus for this intern during the placement; e.g. assessment, interviewing,
diagnosis, individual therapy, group therapy, and the like.)
Performance

Skill Area

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

V. RESPONSE TO SUPERVISION
______ Actively seeks supervision when necessary
______ Receptive to feedback and suggestions from supervisor
______ Understands information communicated in supervision
______ Successfully implements suggestions from supervisor
______ Aware of areas that need improvement
______ Willingness to explore personal strengths and weaknesses
Comments: __________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested areas for further study: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
VI. INTERACTIONS WITH CLIENTS
______ Appears comfortable interacting with clients
______ Initiates interactions with clients
______ Communicates effectively with clients
______ Builds rapport and respect with clients
______ Is sensitive and responsive to clients’ needs
______ Is sensitive to cultural differences
______ Is sensitive to issues of gender differences

Comments: __________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Suggested areas for further study: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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VII. INTERACTIONS WITH COWORKERS
______ Appears comfortable interacting with other staff members
______ Initiates interactions with staff
______ Communicates effectively with staff
______ Effectively conveys information and expresses own opinions
______ Effectively receives information and opinions from others

Comments: __________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested areas for further study: ________________________________________________________

VIII. WORK PRODUCTS
______ Reliability and accurately keeps records
______ Written or verbal reports are accurate and factually correct
______ Written or verbal reports are presented in professional manner
______ Reports are clinically or administratively useful

Comments: __________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested areas for further study: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Overall, what would you identify as this intern’s strong points?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

What would you identify as areas in which this intern should improve?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Would you recommend this intern for employment at his or her present level?
Please explain:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Would you recommend this intern for continued graduate studies?
Please explain:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Supervisor’s signature: ____________________________________

Date: _____________________

Thank you for your time in supervising this intern and in completing this evaluation. Please discuss the
evaluation with the student, and contact Andrew Nocita, Clinical Coordinator, with any concerns.

PLEASE REVIEW THE EVALUATION WITH THE STUDENT.
RETURN THIS FORM BY WEEK 16 OF THE SEMESTER TO THE STUDENT OR TO:
Andrew Nocita, PhD
Waynesburg University
6000 Town Center Blvd, Suite 100
Canonsburg, PA 15317
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STUDENT’S FORM
PRACTICUM/INTERNSHIP FINAL EVALUATION

______________________________________________
Intern name: _________________________________________________________________________
Date of evaluation: ______/______/______
Supervisor: __________________________________________________________________________
Internship site: _______________________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS
Your supervisor will be asked to complete an evaluation form designed to assess your performance
during your internship. In order to help you assess your own performance, this form is provided. It is
essentially identical to the one given to your supervisor. The form usually takes just five or ten minutes to
complete. This form will become part of your record for this course and may be considered in assigning
grades for the internship. Please answer each item using the scale provided. Space is provided
following each category group for specific comments. There is also space at the end of this form for
general comments. If you feel it would be helpful to put anything into context from the outset, please feel
free to do so below.
Initial Comments: _____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
ANSWER CODE FOR EVALUATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
NA:

Far below expectations – needs much improvement, a concern
Below expectations – needs some improvement to meet standards
Acceptable – meets standards at average level for interns
Above expectations – performs above average level for interns
Far above expectations – a definite strength, performs well beyond average levels for interns
Not applicable or not enough information to form a judgment

I. BASIC WORK REQUIREMENTS
______ Arrives on time consistently
______ Uses time effectively
______ Informs supervisor and makes arrangements for absences
______ Reliably completes requested or assigned tasks on time
______ Completes required total number of hours or days on site
______ Is responsive to norms about clothing, language, and so on, on site
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II. ETHICAL AWARENESS AND CONDUCT
______ Knowledge of general ethical guidelines
______ Knowledge of ethical guidelines of internship placement
______ Demonstrates awareness and sensitivity to ethical issues
______ Personal behavior is consistent with ethical guidelines
______ Consults with others about ethical issues if necessary
Comments: _________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested areas for further study: _______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
III. KNOWLEDGE AND LEARNING
A. Knowledge of Client Population
______ Knowledge level of client population at beginning of internship
______ Knowledge level of client population at end of internship
B. Knowledge of Treatment Approaches
______ Knowledge of treatment approach at beginning of internship
______ Knowledge of treatment approach at end of internship
C. Knowledge of Treatment Setting
______ Knowledge of treatment setting at beginning of internship
______ Knowledge of treatment setting at end of internship
D. Learning
______ Receptive to learning when new information is offered
______ Actively seeks new information from staff or supervisor
______ Ability to learn and understand new information
______ Understanding of concepts, theories, and information
______ Ability to apply new information in clinical setting
Comments: _________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested areas for further study: _______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
IV. SKILL DEVELOPMENT
(List specific skill areas of focus for this intern during the placement; e.g. assessment, interviewing,
diagnosis, individual therapy, group therapy, and the like.)
Performance

Skill Area

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________
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___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

___________________

__________________________________________________________

V. RESPONSE TO SUPERVISION
______ Actively seeks supervision when necessary
______ Receptive to feedback and suggestions from supervisor
______ Understands information communicated in supervision
______ Successfully implements suggestions from supervisor
______ Aware of areas that need improvement
______ Willingness to explore personal strengths and weaknesses
Comments: __________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested areas for further study: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

VI. INTERACTIONS WITH CLIENTS
______ Appears comfortable interacting with clients
______ Initiates interactions with clients
______ Communicates effectively with clients
______ Builds rapport and respect with clients
______ Is sensitive and responsive to clients’ needs
______ Is sensitive to cultural differences
______ Is sensitive to issues of gender differences

Comments: __________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Suggested areas for further study: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
VII. INTERACTIONS WITH COWORKERS
______ Appears comfortable interacting with other staff members
______ Initiates interactions with staff
______ Communicates effectively with staff
______ Effectively conveys information and expresses own opinions
______ Effectively receives information and opinions from others
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Comments: __________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested areas for further study: ________________________________________________________

VIII. WORK PRODUCTS
______ Reliability and accurately keeps records
______ Written or verbal reports are accurate and factually correct
______ Written or verbal reports are presented in professional manner
______ Reports are clinically or administratively useful

Comments: __________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Suggested areas for further study: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Overall, what would you identify as your strong points?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

What would you identify as areas in which you should improve?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Do you believe you are prepared for employment at your present level? Please explain:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
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Do you believe you are ready for continued graduate studies? Please explain:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
Intern’s signature: ____________________________________

Date: _____________________

RETURN THIS FORM BY WEEK 16 OF THE SEMESTER TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR OR TO:
Andrew Nocita, PhD
Waynesburg University
6000 Town Center Blvd, Suite 100
Canonsburg, PA 15317
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